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Abstract— Many important applications in Health Sciences and
Biology have underlying datasets that have ambiguous class
membership, that is, individual labels are difficult to establish. In
such cases, many times, the training examples are easier to label
as a group rather than at the instance level. Multiple Instance
Learning (MIL) is a supervised learning strategy that addresses
this labeling difficulty by employing training example given as
positive and negative bags of instances. In this paper we describe
a fuzzy variation of the MIL Diverse Density framework
(FUMIL) based on ordered weighted geometric operator (OWG)
and fuzzy complement operators. We apply FUMIL for early
illness recognition of elderly living alone in their home. The
available data consists of wireless non-wearable sensor values
aggregated at hour level (instance) and ground truth (medical
data) available at day level (bag). In our preliminary experiments
FUMIL performed better than the traditional MIL framework.
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INTRODUCTION

MANY older adults in the US prefer to live independently
for as long as they are able to, despite the onset of conditions
such as frailty and dementia. Solutions are needed to enable
independent living while enhancing safety and peace of mind
for their families [3, 4]. Ageing adults may sometimes
purposefully mask any decline in abilities to avoid outside
intervention or concern held by their children [4]. Elderly
patients are particularly at-risk for late assessment of cognitive
changes due to many factors: their impression that such
changes are simply a normal part of ageing, their reluctance to
admit to a problem, their fear of being institutionalized and
even the failure of physicians to fully assess their cognitive
function due to belief that no intervention is possible [5].
The above observations suggest the need for automatically
detecting early signs of illness and alerting the health care
provider in a timely manner [6]. It has been shown that
diseases such as cardiac arrhythmia, congestive heart failure
and pneumonia, among others, may produce sudden onset of
anxiety [2]. Signs of anxiety such as restlessness, insomnia,
frequent urination or diarrhea [7] translate in observable
behavior changes such as abnormal sleep or room motion
patterns. Our early illness approach is based on the assumption
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that the abnormal behavior patterns can be captured by the
environmental sensors (e.g. movement and bed sensors) that
we currently have deployed in Tiger Place [8].
We note that the algorithms we develop in this paper
attempt to model behavior rather than physiology. While
physiology is very similar among humans, the behavior is not.
This implies that, while we can train classifiers with data from
large amount of different patients, the same is not true for
behavioral data. Only sensor data from a given patient can be
used to predict his/her behavior. As a result, in behavior
prediction experiments, the amount of temporal data is more
important than the number of available patients (sample size).
Our sensor data capture external information (behavioral)
about residents living alone in their home. Multiple motion and
bed sensors are used to track resident’s behavior [8]. The
sensor data is aggregated at hour level. In the same time, we
can asses resident’s health status based on the available
medical records and self-reported diaries. We constructed
training sets by manually classifying every day as abnormal (if
an abnormal health event was found) or normal. The goal of
our work is to classify a day as “normal” or “abnormal” (“the
resident doesn’t feel good”) based on the collected sensor data
during that day. As we can see, the data is more granular
(available hourly) than the available ground truth (only daily
reports). Aggregating data at day level is not desirable due to
averaging effects and decision latency. In previous work [9] we
employed several classification strategies such as traditional
two class classifiers, one class classifiers and a MIL framework
in conjunction with data provided by unobtrusive sensors
deployed in the living environment to detect early signs of
illness based on health status extracted from nursing visit
reports. In this paper we explore the possibility of modifying
the traditional MIL framework using ordered weighted
geometric operators (OWG). The intent of our inquiry is to
make MIL less sensitive to outliers both at the instance and at
the bag level. Section I gives an introduction to our research
and methodologies. Section II provides an overview of MIL
and Section III of FUMIL. Section IV describes our datasets,
methodologies and results on the pilot dataset. In Section V we
give conclusions and future research possibilities.
II.

MULTIPLE INSTANCE LEARNING

Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) [1, 9, 10, 11] is a

supervised learning approach in which individual labels for
each training example are either hard to assign (e.g. labeling
objects of interest in an image) or not available (e.g. in which
hour of the day the resident didn’t feel well). Instead, class
memberships for sets of objects (called bags) are obtained, for
example, by labeling the whole image of interest as a
“positive” example or labeling the whole day as “abnormal”.
MIL has been successfully employed in applications such as
scene recognition [11], image retrieval [12], drug-target
interaction [10] and early illness recognition. A brief
introduction in MIL is given in this section followed by Fuzzy
Multiple Instance Learning (FUMIL) description in the next
section.
MIL classifiers are trained with labeled sets of instances
called “bags”. Each positive bag,
contains at least one
positive instance. The individual labels of the instances in each
bag are not known at training time. A negative bag
,
contains only negative instances. In our case, a bag consists of
24 vectors of sensor data that correspond to the 24 hours from
the day of the nurse report. The days in which the nurse report
revealed a concerning health event were labeled “positive”
(i.e. they contain some abnormal behavior). The days in which
the nurse report didn’t mention any health problems were
considered “negative”. Hence, a positive bag consists of 24
instances (sensor data for each hour) corresponding to a day
that contain some abnormal behavior or in other words a day
labeled as “positive” make up a positive bag whereas a day
labeled “negative” was made a negative bag. We mention that
it is possible that the resident had some abnormal behavior due
to illness even in the “negative” days. Our proposed FUMIL
framework intends to account for this possibility by removing
these outliers from the optimization process.
There are many MIL implementations. In this paper we
used the diverse density (DD) [1] and its fuzzy modification.
The DD of a point in feature space,
, is proportional
to the number of positive bags with instances close to and to
number of negative bags with instances far from
the
instance of the
positive
If we denote
bag and
the
instance of the
negative bag we can
find the point
that maximizes DD as:
∏
∏
(1)
where, ( | ) are computed as:
∏
(2)
and
∏
(3)
Eq. (3) above expresses the fact that all instances (24 in our
case) of a negative bag should be dissimilar to xopt (the
prototype of “abnormal behavior”).
measures, for
example, the similarity between the point x and instance
can be computed using a weighted Euclidean distance
as:
∑
( | )
(4)

is a set of scaling factors related to the relevance
of each feature k that are also learned in the process of finding
the optimal point,
(which can be seen as the prototype of
positive examples).
III.

FUZZY-MULTIPLE INSTANCE LEARNING

In FUMIL, we propose to use fuzzy operators to compute
diverse density. Standard fuzzy operations like intersection,
complement and union are generalizations of the
corresponding classical set operations [13].
In this version of FUMIL we use a combination of
aggregation and complement operators at instance level, but,
in general, any number of and/or combination of fuzzy
operators can be applied depending on the type of dataset
FUMIL is being applied on.
The main class of aggregation operators that we use in our
application is called ordered weighted geometric operator
(OWG) [15]. We used OWG because there is an AND
operator between bags (i.e. multiplication) in equation (2) and
{
} be a set of vectors,
(3). Let
, and
{
}
(5)
be a decreasing set of weights such that
for all
and
∑
(6)
Then, an OWG operator associated with
is the
function
where { } is a decreasing permutation of a Effects of
different choices of weight vector on OWG can be found in
[15]. In this paper we apply OWG at instance (hour) level, that
is, in (3) we use OWG instead of product to emphasize the
instances most dissimilar to the target concept. Consequently,
for example, (3) becomes:
∏
.
(7)
In a similar way we modify (2).
in
To transform the instance similarity
dissimilarity (see (2) and (3)) we replaced the (1-(.)) instance
level operator by a Sugeno fuzzy complement operator [13]
given by:
, with
(8)
For each value of the parameter , we obtain one particular
involutive fuzzy complement. Shape of the function for
different values of in equation (8) can be seen in [13].
For
, the function becomes the classical complement
operator used in original MIL. Since there is no specific choice
for value of and , we experimentally choose the value of 
and
as described in the next section. We mention that
although it is possible to use the Sugeno complement and
OWG operator at bag level (i.e. in equation (1)) we didn’t
explore this alternative in the current paper due to the lack of
space. The implementation of the MIL algorithm is described
in Fig. 1.We employed a leave-one-out training-testing

Input: - a threshold for deciding a positive hour
- day labels,
if the day was positive (feel bad)
if the day was negative (feel OK)
sensor data vectors,
For each day
Step 1 (train).
Step 1.1 Use data from
days, i.e.
data points, to compute the positive
prototype,
, and feature weights,
, using (1);
Step 1.2 Use data from negative bags
to
compute negative prototypes
{
} The prototypes were
obtained as the center of the clusters
computed with k-means;
Step 2 (test):
For each hour
in day i
- compute
and
{|
|}
- if

label day ,

end
End
If no positive hours found, set
End

Step 3. Compare { } to { } for each
ROC

Concept area

Figure 2. Negative and positive bags are drawn from the same uniform
distribution but labeled according to their intersection with the middle square.
The instances from negative bags are marked by dots, the ones from positive
bags by numbers. The target square contains at least one instance from every
positive bag and no negative instances (dots).

(positive);
Figure 3(a): Surface using MIL
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approach. Different ways to obtain weight vectors for OWG
like fuzzy quantifier are reviewed in [15].
IV.

DATASETS AND EXPERIMENTS

A.
Experiment 1. MIL-FUMIL comparison on a
synthetic dataset
To compare our FUMIL approach to the one proposed in [1]
we generated a synthetic dataset (similar to [1]) comprising of
5 positive and 5 negative bags with 50 instances each (see Fig.
2). Each instance represented a 2D point obtained using a
random distribution in the
domain. The “concept” (the prototype we want to learn) is a
square in the middle of the domain. A bag was labeled
positive if at least one of its instances was drawn from within
the square and negative if none did. A plot of the diverse
density (DD) surface given by eq. (1) across the domain D is
shown in Fig 3(a). We see that the maximum DD is found in
the center of the domain D which is within the desired
“concept” rectangle. The surface given by FUMIL ((7) and
(8)) is shown in Fig. 3(b). The surface was obtained with
and weights w = {
} for OWG. As we can see
from inspecting the two figures, both surfaces present a sharp
maximum in the target area. However, the signal to noise ratio
(SNR) is much higher for the FUMIL surface (the maximum
in Fig. 3(b) is 0.35, where as in Fig. 3(a) is only 0.0008).

0

Figure 3(b): Surface using FUMIL

The SNR improvement is due both to the removal of outliers
(the points from negative bags “close enough” to the target
concept) and the reduced number of instance multiplications.
B.
Sensor Dataset and Methodology
We now test proposed FUMIL framework for predicting
abnormal behavior patterns in elderly. In this test we use
sensor data collected in an independent living facility called
Tiger Place [8, 14] situated in Columbia, Missouri. The
primary goal of Tiger Place is to help the residents not only
manage their illness but also stay as healthy and independent
as possible. Each resident included in the study has a data
logger in his or her apartment that collects data from wireless
sensors. The data logger date-time stamps the data, and logs
them into file that is sent to a database on a secure server via a
wired network connection. Forty seven networks (10 with
video) have been installed in Tiger Place apartments; the video
part of the network is currently under development. The sensor
network consists of several types of sensors mounted in
different places throughout the resident’s apartments,
including motion sensors, bed sensors, and stove temperature
sensor. The motion sensors are placed in various places, such
as bathroom, bedroom, kitchen, living room, etc. As
previously mentioned [9], our early illness recognition

TABLE I. THE SENSOR DATASET USED IN THIS PAPER

2)

Choice of OWG weights, w
Next, we tried to determine the best set of weights to use in
FUMIL. We tried w1={0,0,…,1}, w2={0, 0, 0, …,1/2,1/2} and
w3={0, 0, 0, 0,.…,1/3,1/3,1/3}.
1
0.9
0.8
0.7

True positive rate

approach is based on the intuitions that if the resident does not
feel well, his/her sleep and motion patterns are altered. In this
study, we used five features (p=5) to represent the resident
behavior: the total number of motion sensor firings ,bed
restlessness, low pulse and low breathing sensors,
respectively, for each hour of the day before the nursing report
(considered at 12 pm). The fifth feature is represented by the
hour of the day when the sensor readings were made. This
feature is required in order to differentiate the night time
behavior from the day time one.
Although each resident lives alone in his apartment, some
extra motion hits were possible due to housekeeping or
occasional visits. Although our group has developed
algorithms for detecting these events we did not use them here
since MIL as well as FUMIL should be able to account for
them. Visits are likely to occur in both negative (“feel good”)
and positive (“feel bad”) days, hence feature vectors with an
abnormally high motion values generated by a visit will be
treated as “negative” instances. The dataset consisted of sensor
hits from a 5 year period for a Tiger Place resident. The
number of days for the Tiger Place resident considered in this
study is shown in Table I.
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Figure 5. FUMIL performance for various weights, w

From above figure, it seems that both w1 and w3 perform
equally well. We choose w1 for further experiments. It should
be noted that even though in this case effectively taking a
minimum seems to be working the best when choosing
weights, that might not always be the case depending on the
dataset FUMIL is being applied on.
3)

Total Records Negative(feel
(N)
good) days
744
709
C.

Positive (feel
bad) days
35

Comparison between MIL and FUMIL
The results of the MIL-FUMIL comparison are shown in
Fig. 6.
1
0.9

Results on the Sensor Dataset

0.8

Choice of Sugeno parameter 
In the first set of experiments we studied the influence of
the Sugeno complement parameter  on FUMIL performance.
The performance was evaluated using receiver operator
characteristic (ROC) curve and area under the ROC curve
(AROC). FUMIL performance for various lambda values is
shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 6. MIL-FUMIL comparison
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Figure 4. FUMIL performance for various values of 

As we can see from Fig.4 the best value of  seems to be 5
(AROC=0.77). We will use =5 thorough out this paper.

As can be seen in the above figure FUMIL outperforms MIL
by about 10% (FUMIL AROC=0.77 vs. MIL AROC=0.7).
This is a significant improvement that is due firstly to the
removal of outliers. The most likely source of outliers in our
case is the presence of abnormal hours in the normal days
(negative bags). Secondly, the improvement is due to the SNR
improvement obtained by reduction of the number of
multiplications in (2) and (3).
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we describe, FUMIL, a novel fuzzy logic MIL
framework. FUMIL employs ordered weighted geometric
(OWG) and Sugeno complement operators to replace
traditional noisy-or MIL operators. We compared these two

frameworks for detecting early signs of illness in elderly. The
experiments were conducted on a pilot sensor dataset obtained
from a Tiger Place resident. The detection of early signs of
illness may help nursing staff provide interventions that might
prevent serious clinical events such as heart attacks or strokes.
On our pilot dataset FUMIL outperformed MIL by about 10%.
Our study has several limitations. First, the sample size and
datasets are small. Second, the labeling of data (ground truth,
i.e. normal vs. abnormal day) was based on medical records
but was subjectively performed by the authors. We hope to
address both above problems in the future by employing
telehealth devices. Also, we hope to improve FUMIL results
by testing some optimization technique to determine weight
values for OWG. The FUMIL in this paper is applied only at
instance level, in future work we plan to apply it on bag level
as well.
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